
In approaching the masterplan we have sought to celebrate the life-enhancing 
qualities of living close to the water’s edge by drawing on Hull’s strong architectural 
traditions while also practically addressing the risks to achieve flood resilience. Our 
approach has been to envisage how water can be designed for and managed rather 
than simply ‘kept out’. From an urban design perspective the masterplan creates a rich 
and diverse range of spaces within a simple framework. The two sites have been 
viewed together rather than as separate entities and the new masterplan has been 
intricately stitched into the existing fabric of Hull, echoing it’s heritage of buildings 
and urban spaces. 

Of specific relevance to this project 
are the many Victorian warehouse 
buildings and other waterfront 
structures that provide a strong 
architectural identity to Hull.
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1. Humber walk / EA access
2. Pocket garden
3. Harbour deck
4. Warehouse-type apartment building
5. Townhouses with gardens
6. Bullnose cafe & visitors centre
7. Civic building / route through
8. Amphitheatre public space
9. Green buffer to site edges
10. Existing harbour-front housing on Kingston Street
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Aerial view of masterplan for Humber Quays West and Humber Arena sites

Connecting the new masterplan to the wider city
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The warehouse buildings seen in 
the Museum’s Quarter frame 
outdoor spaces which are both 
sheltered but open up onto the 
water’s edge.

Prince Street has townhouses 
along one side and flares out to a 
planted pocket green space on 
the other, creating a comfortable 
streetscape.

Trinity Square is an example of a  
successful public space defined by 
surrounding buildings, planting, varied 
paving and enlivened by cafes and 
seating.

The masterplan connects the 
new areas to the lively Fruit 
Market, building on its success.



Facing the Humber, a parade of larger apartment buildings is arrayed towards the waterfront. These are positioned 
perpendicular to the water allowing natural light and river views to penetrate the site and creating a series of 
pocket parks between the buildings, making an enjoyable natural setting. The buildings draw on the tradition of 
dockside warehouses in Hull in their scale, massing and strong, robust material character. Apartments are largely 
raised above ground with cafes, retail and community use animating the waterfront.

Site section showing water management strategy

Plan diagram showing water management strategy
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To unlock the potential of the two sites we have viewed them not in isolation but rather as inextricably linked – both together and to their surroundings. We 
have integrated the two by drawing a common urban design approach across both. Starting with the edge formed by Kingston Street, Manor House Street and 
Wellington Street West a ribbon of townhouses lines the streets creating a frontage of an appropriate domestic scale towards the existing low-rise residential 
and Old Town Conservation Area. The scale of the town houses intentionally relates to the existing water-facing buildings along Kingston Street, so creating 
edges to the wider area that are similar in scale and character.
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1. Humber walk / EA access
2. Pocket garden
3. Raised deck (parking below)
4. Harbour front civic space
5. Shared street / Homezone
6. Warehouse-type apartment building
7. Townhouses with gardens/parking
8. Bullnose cafe & visitors centre
9. Civic building / route through

10. Vehicle-calmed connection between sites
11. Public amphitheatre
12. Opening towards Kingston St/Old Town
13. Green buffer to site edges
14. Pedestrian crossing

Masterplan of Humber Quays West and Humber Arena sites
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Plan diagram showing site in flood conditions
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View of Humber Quays West site from the River Humber

View of new riverfront civic space looking towards the Humber

EA access



The Humber Quays West site is characterised by a series of pocket parks that are 
framed by the new residential buildings and open directly onto the riverfront. These 
have paved areas but are primarily green spaces with planting and trees, giving a 
pleasant setting for the housing and providing spaces for play.

We have considered a range of measures to address the risks of providing residential buildings in proximity to the Humber. To provide sustainable 
solutions for the challenge of developing a flood risk site we have integrated a number of passive systems that reduce risk of life endangerment and 
property damage while also enhancing biodiversity, reducing environmental impact and giving character to the sites.

Our strategy reduces the amount of impermeable surfaces to lessen reliance on drainage systems and reduce volumes of surface water. By increasing 
the ability to absorb water through soft landscaped features and permeable footpaths/ roads, water will filter into the water table. Large areas of 
planting and soft landscaping – operating as rain gardens - mitigate the effect of heavy rain fall, encouraging ingress of water to lower soil levels and 
thereby reducing surface water flooding during high rain fall. We have designed-in ‘sacrificial’ zones which allow large areas of the landscape to flood 
without risking the refuge and upper levels of accommodation within the scheme. Within these ‘sacrificial’ landscapes the main access roads, footpaths 
and maintenance ways are elevated to provide continuity of access.
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Landscape plan of green spaces and raised decks facing River Humber Landscape plan of new waterfront civic space Landscape plan of terraced housing and amphitheatre
The new civic space has mainly hard landscaping, providing 
a place for events, outdoor cafe seating and for people to 
gather. The Bullnose Cafe & Visitors’ Centre sits close to the 
water’s edge and faces the historic landing point.

The amphitheatre provides a widening of the street and a 
point of arrival facing the heritage buildings opposite. At 
ground level it is a paved public space and timber steps 
provide informal seating leading up to the raised deck.

A domestic scaled street accommodates vehicles but 
prioritises the needs of pedestrians and creates a friendly 
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The townhouses have been envisaged with a range of repeating unit types, giving efficiency 
of construction but also variation in height and form. Taller units are generally positioned at 
locations where there are routes through. In order to reduce the footprint of the buildings we 
have shown a parking space in the undercroft of each house, with living room and bedrooms 
on upper floors. Visually the design refers to historic examples of townhouses but is expressed 
with contemporary forms and detailing. Different brick types distinguish these from the larger 
buildings and adds to the overall texture.

Running through both sites is a shared surface street which provides the access and circulation. This is conceived as a domestic scaled street which 
accommodates vehicles but prioritises the needs of pedestrians and creates a friendly environment suitable to the townhouses. Pedestrian paving is 
distinguished from the main roadway by a change in texture and tone. The gardens of the townhouses are defined by railings which echo Victorian ironwork. 
Occasional small planting bays intersect the roadway, providing traffic calming and adding to the green areas. Paving also leads from this street to the 
apartment building entrances which add animation. Where the street faces onto larger structures on one side it widens and a small green spaces is provided, 
screening the building and adding to the amenity. Children’s play areas are also envisaged.
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View of Humber Arena site from Kingston Street

View of shared street, public spaces and planting on Humber Quays West site

Long section (AA) through Humber Quays West site

Short section (BB) through Humber Quays West site Section (CC) through Humber Arena site

Townhouse: typical ground floor Townhouse: typical first floor Townhouse: typical second floor

Apartment Building:
typical upper floor

Apartment Building:
typical ground floor
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